
Cenocco Foldable LED Vanity Mirror

Foldable LED vanity mirror with unique collapsible design. Extends up to 13" high. Super bright LED lights,
10x magnification secondary mirror for a clear look. No distortion, high-quality glass. Lightweight, compact,
built-in organizer. Runs on 4 AA batteries or USB powered.

Manufacturer: Cenocco Beauty
Reference:CC-9050

Product Description and Specification
Have a perfect look at the Cenocco CC-9050, a foldable LED vanity mirror that allows you to experience illuminate your
beauty. Made from high-quality ABS materials, extremely durable, and innovative design. This portable, space-saving mirror
is a double-sided, 1 x mirror magnification for regular view and a 10x magnified mirror allows you to effectively and clearly
see for more perfect and precise usage. The LED light uses a bright daylight lighting technology which energy efficient. 
This foldable vanity mirror has 360° swivel design and 13 inches maximum height allows you to easily look for your best
angle. The mirror is clear and no does not produce any distortion and reflects a natural facial tone, color, and details.  The
base is equipt with compartment or storage that allows you to conveniently put your make up kits, beauty enhancers, and
even jewelry. Applying makeup and other beauty treatments will be so easy and convenient, especially those that need extra
precision such as applying contact lenses and eyebrow tweezing, and other facial care with the Foldable LED Vanity Mirror,
only from Cenocco!

Features:

Foldable led vanity mirror Unique collapsible design Extends up to 13" high Super bright led lights Helps lighten face for
easy retouch or makeup Secondary magnified mirror with whopping 10x magnification For closer & clearer look No



distortion High-quality glass No change in the shape of your face Lightweight & compact Easily fits anywhere Built-in
organizer For storing accessories Runs on 4 aa batteries or USB powered Perfect for applying make-up Perfect for applying
contact lens Perfect for tweezing eyebrows & more LED Lighted Makeup mirror Makeup tray organizer tray Double-sided
makeup mirror Folding design is easy to carry USB can be used in standard DC 5V ports

Specification:

Brandname: Cenocco Beauty Color: White Materials: Glass, ABS Maximum Height Extension: 13 inches Maximum
Magnification: 10 times LED Light Number: 14 pcs Power Source: 4 AA batteries (not included) or USB  (DC 5V ports)
(cable is included) Working Usage Time: Approx. 280 minutes (Battery) Item Size: Approx. 15.5cm x 15.5cm x 5cm Item
Weight: Approx. 431g

Direction: 

Place the mirror on a flat surface. While holding the mirror arm, carefully adjust the height and angle. Turn the mirror to the
right or left for 10x or 1x magnification. Press the On / Off button located at the bottom of the mirror to turn on the indicator
lights.  Press the button again to turn off the lights. When finished, fold the mirror

Cleaning and Storage: 

To clean, simply wipe with a damp cloth. If you store the product for a long time, remove the batteries.

EAN : 0803120171113

Weight : 0.50 Kg

Volume : 0.00184 m3

(L x l x H) : 17.00 cm x 6.00 cm x 18.00 cm

Box 48  units

Pallet 768  (Units)

Box dimensions 50 X 38 X 52

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/cenocco-foldable-led-vanity-mirror-xml-372-4063.html

